Who We Are

OUR TEAM

✓ We are experienced project managers and software developers
✓ We build easy-to-use apps and integrations for fleets
✓ We take a partnership approach to solving complex problems

OUR VALUES

✓ Competence – Field-oriented experience and skills in relevant technologies help get projects done faster.
✓ Quality – Rain or shine, our team works tirelessly to deliver solutions that exceed expectations.
✓ Trust – We nurture trust to build confidence and long term relationships with our customers and partners.
✓ Giving – We believe in open source and giving back however we can to our partners, customers, and the community.
At ZenduIT it is our goal to streamline processes for fleet and field service companies. We have experience building scalable mobile and web software that reaches across different platforms and device types for a variety of industries.

We understand there is no “one-size-fits-all” when it comes to fleet management software. Each client has unique needs and requirements that cannot always be addressed by an out-of-the-box solution. With our deep understanding of how software and business operations can work together, we are able to fill in the gaps so our clients can achieve the highest level of efficiency.
PROTECT YOUR FLEET AND WORKFORCE
ZenduCAM does all the work for you. Instinctively.

- **Multiple Cameras**
  Connect up to 5 cameras per vehicle for maximum recording capture and increase blind-spot visibility for drivers.

- **Real-Time Streaming Video**
  Live location, real-time video, and on-demand HD video upload with 3G cellular connectivity.

- **Geotab Rule Driven Recordings**
  ZenduCAM connects Geotab rule driven events to real-time email video notifications when critical events are broken (e.g., accident, tow alert, etc.)

- **Unlimited Storage**
  With unlimited cloud storage, ZenduCAM ensures your road events are recorded and retained.

“ZenduCAM makes me feel like the drivers are sitting in the office with me. I can view new drivers anytime to make sure they are following our company’s safe driving policies. I also enjoy the peace of mind of getting an email with a video recording when a driver breaks a critical alert.”

– VINCE PERRONES, V & A TRANSPORT INC

- **Verify Driver Follows Company Safe Driving Policies**
- **Investigate and Reduce False Claims**
- **Improve Response Time to Critical Incidents**
CORE FEATURES

✔ Sync Geotab Diagnostics & DVIR to Streamline Workflow
Automatically sync Geotab diagnostic faults, engine hours, odometer, and driver vehicle inspection reports.

✔ Easily Create and Manage Work Orders
Work orders for corrective and scheduled maintenance are automatically generated based on synced Geotab telematics data.

✔ Powerful Enterprise Level Reporting
Managers can be more proactive on managing work order backlog, costs, staff assignment, downtime, parts and inventory.

Through effective management your maintenance team is more productive with less downtime.

MOBILE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

We would use paper forms that were solely managed by the technicians and sometimes would fall through the cracks as a result of their lack of organisation. The biggest improvement has been the ease of use in regards to creating work orders on the go with the mobile app.

– DANIEL PETERSON, SPB UTILITY SERVICES
ZenduWork API provides a platform for third party dispatch solutions to integrate into Geotab Drive with minimal effort. ZenduWork provides templates for accepting dispatches, forms, and messages, and provides formatted Hours of Service, availability, and GPS data back from Geotab.
The TMW Truckmate Integration with Geotab Drive supports off-the-shelf Android and iOS Devices.

**AFFORDABLE | VERSATILE | EASY TO USE**

**For Dispatchers**
- Dispatch macro forms and work orders to drivers
- Two-way messaging
- Track “breadcrumb” trail and live position

**For Drivers**
- Receive real-time status updates
- Drivers can update status & work order fields with return forms
- Automated notifications sent when drivers arrive at specific locations

- Monitor HOS status and availability
- HOS, DVIR, messaging and TMW Truckmate functionality integrated within a single app!
END-TO-END WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

ZenduWork is an end-to-end solution for effective route planning and optimization for trucking and service based industries. It provides an easy to use web based platform for building forms, work orders, and route plans for drivers.

Using ZenduWork’s route optimization engine you are able to optimize pick-up, delivery, P&D, and service based work orders across multiple drivers, time windows, and skills using the most cost effective truck/standard route.

Drivers and dispatchers are able to easily manage communication of messages and work order statuses through instant mobile app notifications. Drivers are able to complete forms and send signatures or picture captures back to dispatchers for proof of service confirmation.

ZenduWork will help you reduce planning time, miles driven, and overall operational costs. It will also allow you to increase efficiency, route compliance and customer service with powerful dashboard reports and alerts.
Mobile Routers

HIGHLY RELIABLE & SECURE ROUTERS FOR FLEET APPLICATIONS

![Image of mobile routers](image)

**Technology**
- 4G
- WiFi
- SMS

**Hardware**
- RS232
- I/O
- RS485
- DIN Rail Mounting

**Firmware**
- WAN Backup
- Bridge
- OpenVPN
- R&M

**Features:**
- LTE Router with dual SIM Fail Over
- 4 Ethernet Ports
- For Rugged Environments
- WiFi Hotspot
- Router Management Portal
- RS232 & RS485 Data Ports
- DIN Rail Mounting
- Open VPN, PPTP, IPsec Access
- Remote Inputs & Outputs

**Router Management**
- Managing User Access
- Captive Portal for Guest WiFi Access
- Manage Bandwidth Limits
- Security and Alerts Management
- White and Black Listing
Lone Defender offers real-time GPS information to locate your workers out on the field within seconds. The man down feature detects position changes in acceleration and will immediately alert you if a worker stops moving for a pre-set amount of time. With two-way communication & emergency call flow you’ll never worry about your lone workers again!

The RFID reader sends real-time alerts directly back to the dashboard so you know what areas have been patrolled and where your workers are located.
CORE FEATURES

- Track workers GPS location in real-time on a live map interface
- SOS button to notify management of emergencies
- Automated alert escalation management
- Alerts can be dismissed through SMS or email
- Built-in RFID reader to scan checkpoint/status tags
- Daily/weekly trip, alarm and checkpoint patrol reports
- Built-in accelerometer to detect “man-down” emergencies
- Rechargeable battery, IP-67 rated casing for harsh environments
- Two way voice calling to emergency contacts
- Set check-in periods (up to every 30 minutes)

alert escalation

Panic / Man Down Alarm

1. Verify Alert
2. Dismiss

Driver
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3. Escalate Alert

Manager

O.K.

O.K.

Manager 2

*Alert will automatically escalate if not dismissed within “x” amount of time
**City Tools**

**ROUTE COMPLIANCE**

**PUBLIC MAP SHARE**
- Share Vehicle Location, Trips & Exceptions to the Public or Your Customers
- View Relative Distance and Time Away from the Public Map User's Location
- Road Compliance Capabilities - eg. What Roads Have Been Salted/Plowed

**CITY TOOLS**
- ShapeFile Import
- Route Completion Percentage
- Data Feeds to ERP / Maintenance Backend

**GEOTAB & ARCGIS INTEGRATION**

Show ESRI Maps in Geotab

Show assets, exceptions, trips in ArcGIS
We build powerful and scalable mobile apps for the fleet and field service industry’s. Leveraging rich telematics data and native phone functionality we are able to provide intelligent solutions for fleet and maintenance managers on the go.

We build hybrid iOS and Android applications; we also build Geotab Drive Add-In Apps to provide a driver friendly user experience.